OUTDOOR TEAM FUN: HUNTS

STREETCAR HUNT
Travel on the Atlanta Streetcar system to see the
sights, take pictures, solve trivia and have a blast.
Overview

Details

Using the downtown streetcar system for transportation, teams navigate
around the city to see some of Atlanta’s biggest attractions and landmarks. Each station in the game area has several opportunities for earning points. Teams set their own pace, and decide which stations they
think will give them the maximum points. They will solve puzzles, take pictures of themselves doing outrageous things, decipher codes, find secret
locations. and face off against other teams in mini challenges while they
work cohesively as a team in a high-energy, fun way.

Program content:
TEAM SKILLS
TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Length:
2-3 hours
Activity:
Moderate

Goals & Outcomes
✓

Build communication and listening skills.

✓

Explore historic and popular areas in downtown Atlanta.

✓

Get to know team mates better while building morale & camaraderie.

Rates

Location:
Downtown Atlanta
Group size:
10-100 people.

Includes:
Complete facilitation,
all event materials,
streetcar passes, event
pictures and videos.

$35 - $40 per person
Download rate sheet for details.

“The hunt was a huge success! The residents really enjoyed themselves
and became more familiar with Atlanta. Thanks again!”
~ Emory Residency
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STREETCAR HUNT
Agenda & Activities
Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-20 minutes) Atlanta Challenge staff welcome the participants and set expectations
for the event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities
that also randomly create small teams.
Team Identity (5 minutes) Each team creates a name and
slogan which represent their commitment to success and
teamwork.
Intro (10 minutes) Our staff members hand out supplies to
the teams, and review the rules and timeline for the program. The teams review their materials and discuss what
their strategy will be for the event.
The Hunt (1-2 hours) Each stop along the route has different challenges from each of the following categories.
Teams decide which points they want to go after, while
keeping an eye on the streetcar schedule.

Trivia: Teams answer trivia questions about the area
around each streetcar stop. They’ll need an attention to
detail to spot as many as possible.
Landmarks: Teams receive a page full of pictures that
are close-ups of various landmarks in the hunt zone.
They receive points for those they find and correctly
identify.
Scoring (15 minutes) Teams reconvene at the starting
area to finalize their scoring and begin working on their
teamwork presentations.
Wrap-Up (15 minutes) At the end of the program, the
teams all come together to share their experiences and
the lessons they have learned. We end with a fun closing
activity and a great group picture.

Facilitator Challenges: If teams spot a facilitator along
the route or on the streetcar, they can tackle a bonus
challenge that is sure to be worthy of a few laughs and
picture or two.
Station Challenges: These hands-on challenges are
themed to match the history and flavor of the location
they are found in.
Brainteasers: Teams work on this collection of various
mental challenges for extra points as they travel. Participants apply critical & creative thinking, and plan how to
fit the extra projects into existing schedules.
Photo Missions: These are fun pictures that teams take
of themselves, and sometimes other teams, doing specific things or in certain locations to help stretch their
creativity and their camaraderie.
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